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Editor’s Desk
Dear Members

W

arm Greetings to all of you and best wishes for a successful financial year ahead!
The Licenses being issued to Food Business Operators under the Food Safety and Standards

Act 2006 will require to be taken latest by 5th August 2012. The stringency of this Act is wor-

risome to a major section of our Members as perhaps they are not yet fully geared for the many and significant
changes envisaged by this Law. To prepare our Members towards fulfilling the requirements of the FSSA 2006,
SIHRA has taken a very proactive step by conducting Food Safety Workshops at Kochi, Bangalore, Visakhapatnam and Chennai, all of which have been very well received and attended. SIHRA Office Bearers have also
had a recent Meeting in Chennai with the Chairman, FSSAI and conveyed the apprehensions and fears of our
Members on various aspects of the new Act and a Memorandum with our well drafted suggestions was also
submitted to him. Chairman FSSAI had given a very patient hearing to SIHRA’s representation.
At the initiative of our President Mr K Syama Raju, the Executive Committee of SIHRA has from the
beginning of his term in office conducted their Board Meetings by turn in key cities in the Southern States
thereby giving an opportunity for interacting with our valued Members from those cities. Our recent Executive Committee meetings have been held at Mysore in Karnataka and at Visakhapatnam in Andhra Pradesh.
The interactions at the special Dinners that were arranged have gone down well with our local Members. We
profusely thank the Managements of Fortune JP Palace Hotel Mysore and Park Hotel Visakhapatnam for having gone out of their way in extending their generous and warm hospitality and for the excellent arrangements
made by them. Our very special thanks to the Windflower Hotel Mysore for hosting a fantastic Cocktails and
Dinner for our Executive Committee Members and other invitees. During these visits, our Executive Committee Members have also had the pleasure and privilege of interacting with the President and Office Bearers of
the respective State and City Hotel Associations. Our Press Conferences at Mysore and Visakhapatnam were
very well attended by our friends from the Press and Media and we are delighted and grateful for the coverage
given to our Association and in respect of our important issues.
President – SIHRA has in discussion with his team made various representations to the respective State
Governments in South India on various important issues. We are hoping that these representations will bear
fruit for the benefit of our industry and for the larger good of the economies of the Southern States.
Finally, at the beginning of new financial year, we make a special request to our valued Members to promptly
remit their SIHRA Annual Membership Subscription dues for 2012-2013 on receipt of our invoices.
Best wishes

Sudheer Nayar, Editor SIHRA News
Secretary General – SIHRA
(Email: sudheernayar@sihra.in)
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President’s Message

Dear Members

T

he year 2012 brings hope and optimism for the Hospitality Industry
as it moves with a sense of caution

as evident in the recent fourth edition of the
Hotel Investment Forum India (HIFI) held
at Mumbai where the stake holders felt the
need to consolidate their operations due to
the uncertain global economic scenario.
The beginning of the year also witnessed
increase of Hotel occupancies throughout the
country which is a positive sign for the growth
of the Hospitality industry in India.
In a recent presentation on Tourism
Development to the country given by Mr
Subodh Kant Sahay, Hon’ble Minister for
Tourism, Government of India, to the Prime
Minister Dr Manmohan Singh, several in-
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puts were provided for facilitating increased

ment scheme instituted by the Ministry

tourist arrivals and towards making India a

of Tourism, Government of India for the

favourable Destination. This has given confi-

under-privileged. This Workshop is the

dence and encouragement to the Hospitality

brainchild of the Ministry of Tourism op-

Industry which expects favourable support

erating through the National Council for

both from the Central and State Govern-

Hotel Management. Secretary General and

ments by way of concessions, rationalisation

Advisor were invited as Guests of Honour for

of various taxes and the announcement of

the inauguration of the Workshop.

infrastructure and industry status to this

Members are aware of the enactment

sector. This will give an opportunity for the

of the Food Safety and Standards Act 2006

Hospitality industry to reciprocate in more

which will be implemented in full measure by

than equal measure by playing an important

the Food Safety and Standards Association

and pivotal role in rapid employment gen-

of India (FSSAI) effective 5th August 2012.

eration and economic development in the

In order to familiarise our Members about

Country and the States.

the Legal and Regulatory aspect of the Act,

One of the important objectives of our

your Association along with Federation of

Association is to make our Members truly pro-

Hotel& Restaurant Associations of India

fessional and towards this we have with the as-

(FHRAI) has organised Food Safety and

sistance of Training experts lined up for the year

Standards Work shop at various important

several Professional Development Programmes

cities in South India. These workshops are

and Workshops to be held in Chennai, Kochi,

being conducted by Dr V Pasupathy, expert

Bangalore, Visakhapatnam, Madurai, Coim-

on Food Safety. The workshop which took

batore, Hyderabad and other key cities.

place at Kochi in March 2012 was a great

In addition to the above programmes

success with more than 70 participants from

being organised by SIHRA, the Institute

our Member Hotels in Kerala attending. I

of Hotel Management Catering Technol-

request our Members in the other Southern

ogy (IHMCT), Chennai, in cooperation

States to also avail the excellent advantage

with FHRAI and SIHRA has conducted

provided by FHRAI-SIHRA by registering

a Workshop at their campus on 06th and

their personnel for the remaining workshops

07th March 2012 on the Revised Classifica-

that will be held in Bangalore, Visakhapat-

tion/Re-Classification Guidelines and Skill

nam and Chennai in April/early May 2012

Development, with particular emphasis

as this will give them an opportunity to learn

on the “HUNAR SE ROZGAR” employ-

about the rules and regulations for obtaining

the new Food Business Operators licenses.

ing the Hospitality industry, on the aspect

for the Convention which will add value to

Vice Presidents of SIHRA in the Southern

of optimum utilisation and management

the proceedings. I expect SIHRA Members

States have been requested by me to impress

of Power and Energy in the context of the

with their families and friends to register in

on the members of the vital importance of

report “DSM action plan for the State of

large numbers and make the FHRAI Annual

this workshop.

Tamil Nadu” prepared by TERI. SIHRA was

Convention 2012 a grand success.

Our Association represented by our

represented by our Secretary General and

I am very happy to inform our Members

Honorary Secretary, Secretary General and

Advisor and our Association also used the

that despite escalation in administrative and

Advisor were also invited to attend a Meeting

opportunity to invite a few of our Member

other costs, your Association has decided

held on 27th March 2012 by the Chairman,

Hotels from Chennai to the Workshop.

to not increase the Annual Membership

Food Safety and Standards Association of

Seven SIHRA Members are proud win-

Subscription Fee for the second consecutive

India and the Food Safety Commissioner

ners of the prestigious National Tourism

year. However, effective 1st April 2012 there

of Tamil Nadu at the office of the latter.

Awards for the year 2010-2011presented

will be an increase to 12.36% in the Service

Our Honorary Secretary made a forceful

by the Ministry of Tourism, Government

Tax component of the SIHRA Annual Sub-

representation on behalf of our Members

of India. These awards were given by the

scription from the earlier 10.3 % and also

and also presented a detailed Memorandum

President of India at a special ceremony

for New Members there will be an increase

in respect of the various issues, apprehensions

held at Vigyan Bhawan New Delhi. Hearty

by Rs 1000/- of the one time Building Fund

and concerns on the impending implementa-

Congratulations to all the Winners and Best

i.e. from Rs 1500/- to Rs 2500/-.

tion of this stringent Law.

wishes for continued success!

We are now coming into the new finan-

We have also submitted Pre-Budget

I wish to inform the members that con-

cial year 2012-2013 and I request all the

Memorandums to the State Governments

struction of the Building where SIHRA’s

Members to renew their Annual Member-

of Karnataka and Tamil Nadu essentially

new office premises will be located is pro-

ship Subscription to the Association for

requesting for the reduction of Luxury Tax

gressing as per schedule and is expected to

which the Invoices will be sent out shortly

and its applicability on Actual tariff and not

be ready by the middle of 2013.

by our Secretariat office in Chennai. I also

Published Tariff, Extension of Bar timings,
reduction of Electricity tariffs etc.

Members will be happy to note that this
year the FHRAI Annual Convention will

earnestly request our existing Members to introduce new members to the SIHRA fold.

Your Association at the special invita-

be held at Goa from 6th to 8th September,

Let me end the note with a sense of positive

tion of TERI (The Energy and Resources

2012. The Convention Committee led by

hope that the Hospitality Industry, particularly

Institute) New Delhi attended a Workshop

the Convention Chairman Mr Vivek Nair

in the South, will see growth in the new financial

organised by them on 29th February 2012

(Immediate Past President of SIHRA) is

year and bring the desired levels of turnover and

at the Radha Regent Hotel Chennai. This

working hard to make this Convention

profit for our valued Members.

Workshop was essentially for discussing

meaningful and interesting for Members

With best wishes

and deliberating with the Representatives

and their families. Presidents of various In-

K Syama Raju

of various stakeholder industries, includ-

ternational Hotel bodies have been invited

President
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Happenings

S

outh Indian hotels and restaurants

need a minimum of rs 72000 crore to enhance

up the Southern state tourism minister held

association (SIHRA) along with the

further amenities in hotel industry. Valuing

last year .

representatives of the tourism and

all its pros and con Mr Nair gave his statistics

Mr Nair substantiated tourism in Mysore

hospitality industry have requested the union

in vibration that tourism has 9.2% total em-

as flamboyant with the iconic presence of

government to support them in tapping the

ployee work force and investment of Rs10

the Mysore place and the Brindavan garden,

country’s tourism potential . Hence in order

lakhs hotel industry yields 80 employment

coupled with the view that lack of air trans-

to hit the bull’s eye, the SIHRA’s former presi-

opportunities. Since everything has its cost

port seems to be pulling down its tourism

dent and MD of hotel Leela palace Mr. Vivek

and more over going on hand with booming

richness along with this he further continued

Nair has urged PM Mr. Manmohan Singh to

tourism, the government needs to encourage

with the plans of extending beach tourism to

reserve Rs. 75000 crore in 12th five year plan.

hospitality and tourism industry by providing

south Canara, there was also the final thought

He was addressing the Media at Mysore dur-

essential grants like rationalization visa-on-

about the home stays which seem to be impos-

ing the SIHRA Executive council meeting at

arrival system, reduction in service tax , uni-

ing immediate threats to the growth of hotel

Fortune JP Palace Hotel Mysore.

form entry tax, to consider hotels under the

industry which demands stringent measures.

Cuddling the same issue ,Mr Nair opined

purview of infrastructure category along with

Mr. Shyama raju, President, SIHRA,

that the government should be serious on

air ports and ports, to help them avail debts

Mr. Natarajan, Secretary, SIHRA and Mr.

promoting tourism as tiny tot countries for

for 10 to 10 with reducing balance .

Sudheer Nayar, Secretary General of SIHRA

instance Turkey, Singapore, Malaysia and

To top up the above scenario, the Mysore

Thailand are spreading their wings in the

Hotel owners association president Mr. Ra-

Windflower Hotel, Mysore hosted he

magnetic field of tourism .He added further

jendra urged SIHRA to persuade and pacify

cocktail dinner for SIHRA Executive Council

that India with 120 lakh classified rooms ,

the state government to slash the entry tax on

members and local Hospitality leaders.

including 2200 five star, delux rooms, would

tourism vehicles as this said issue had popped
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also attended the press conference.

Happenings

S

IHRA urged the Union and State

State Governments to permit prominent and

rangement under Public – Private partnership

Governments to create more infra-

Classified Hotels to operate 24 X 7 Bars in

programme. Vice President of SIHRA Mr G

structure for the growth of Tourism in

order to cater to the requirements of Hotel

V Krishnaiah (also President of the Andhra

the country and also to promote Tourism to

guests, Foreign Tourists and also Professionals

Pradesh Hotels Association) in his address to

India aggressively at the various Travel marts

working night shifts. To a question from the

the Press also pleaded with the Government

in India and abroad. This was conveyed to the

media Mr Nataraajan clarified that the Star

of Andhra Pradesh to reduce the Value Added

media at a well attended Press Meet held at

hotels take five to seven years for achieving a

Tax applicable for the Hotel industry in the

the Park Hotel Visakhapatnam on 21st April

break even and expressed anguish at the Banks

State which presently is high in comparison

2012 immediately after the SIHRA Execu-

providing loans for Hotel construction only

to some of the neighbouring States.

tive Committee Meeting. Mr. T. Nataraajan,

for a period of seven years. He said that the fact

The Press Conference was also addressed

Honorary Secretary of SIHRA, speaking to

is that Hotel Owners have to invest heavily

from SIHRA by the President of Honour Mr

the Press pleaded to the State Governments

on the Land cost and the construction of the

M P Purushothaman, President Mr K Syama

in South India on various issues mainly with

Hotel itself takes a minimum of two years.

Raju, Executive Committee Member Mr M

regard to a uniformity in policy applicable

What also de-motivates the Hotel Owners is

Venkadasubbu (also President of the Tamil

to the Hotel industry, on the grant to Hotels

that they have to pay a hefty interest of 15 to

Nadu Hotel Association). The Presidents

of concessional power tariffs on the basis of

16 per cent, he added. Mr Nataraajan also said

respectively of the Vijayawada Hotel Owners

industrial rates, an end to the calculation of

that the hoteliers would be interested to start

Association Mr Pattabhi Ram and Visakhap-

Property tax on the basis of Room tariff and

more Hotels if the Government as part of the

atnam Hotel Association Mr T Satyanarayana

instead to calculate Tax on the basis of the

Tourism policy encouraged the allotment of

and the Vice President of Hotels and Restau-

value of the property, and also for the lowering

Government owned Land banks for the con-

rants Association of Andhra Pradesh Mr P C

of the exorbitant Bar License fees. On behalf

struction of new Hotels on a 30 year lease ar-

Rao also joined the SIHRA team at the Press

of the Hospitality industry he also urged the

Conference and addressed the Press.
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Happenings

M

r. Jose Dominic, Vice Presi-

mittee Meeting on 21st March 2012 and the

Members of SIHRA March’12 for FHRAI

dent SIHRA and Managing

stay of the EC Members at the Casino Hotel

EC Members and local SIHRA Members

Director & CEO of CGH

Kochi. On the previous evening, Cocktails

and other invitees at the beautiful Brunton

Earth hosted the FHRAI Executive Com-

and Dinner was hosted by President and EC

Boat Yard Fort Kochi.
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Happenings

Dinner for FHRAI EC Members at Bruaton Botyard Fort Kochi
hosted by President and EC Members of SIHRA
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Happenings

I

n the context of the implementation

lead and initiative in arranging Food Safety

were conducted by the leading Food Scientist

of the stringent Food Safety and Stan-

Workshops in several important cities in

and Expert Dr V Pasupathy.

dards Act 2006, SIHRA in cooperation

South India for the benefit of our Members

The Workshops were held at the Casino

with our parent apex body FHRAI took the

from the respective States. These Workshops

Hotel Kochi on 20th March 2012, Pride Ho-
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Happenings

tel Bangalore on 12th April 2012, Daspalla

was excellent and overall around 250 partici-

familiarized with the legal and regulatory

Hotel Visakhapatnam on 20th April 2012

pants have attended the workshops.

aspects of the new Food Safety Act and are

and at Ambassador Pallava Hotel Chennai

Participants from our Member establish-

on 04th May 2012. The response in each city

ments have through these workshops been

now better equipped to handle the provisions of the new law.

F&B for Competitive Advantage

Professional Development Programme conducted for SIHRA by Mr Rajnish Chopra at the Gokulam Park Hotel Kochi on
25th January 2012
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Cover Story

‘The War for Talent is over. Talent has won.
Interview with Chender Baljee, CMD, ROH

F

rom Shimla to Bangalore, Chender
K Baljee, the Chairman and Managing Director of Royal Orchid

Hotels has traversed a long way steering his
company to success. A Management Graduate from Indian Institute of Management
(IIM), Ahmedabad Baljee’s experience in
the hospitality industry spans over three
decades.
He has been spearheading the aggressive
expansion plans of the Royal Orchid Group
which is as one of India’s fastest growing
hotel empire.He has lent his experience and
expertise to various organizations by serving
as the Chairman of the Tourism Committee, both, at Greater Mysore Chamber of
Commerce & Industry (GMCI) as well as
Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) and
also was a part of the Managing Committee
for the Bangalore Management Association.
Currently he is guiding the FICCI Karnataka State Council in their activities relating to challenges faced in various sectors of
importance in Karnataka. He is a certified
Hotel Administrator from American Hotel
and Motel Association (AHMA).
The Royal Orchid chain primarily operates five and four-star hotels, enabling it to
target the discerning business and leisure
traveller. It has currently around 20 hotels
across large Tier 1 and Tier 2 cities and is
present both in five-star and mid-market
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categories of hotels through its brands such

ism, “Hotel of the Year” in the First Class

the usual and have something extra to offer

as Royal Orchid, Royal Orchid Central and

Business Hotel category at the Golden Star

from the ordinary. In our ambit, in the South,

Royal Orchid Resorts. Shifting into an over-

Awards 2010,Pegas Awards for Excellence

we have Hospet and Mysore which are both

drive, the group operates 20 hotels across In-

and several other prestigeous awards.

successful in terms of MICE events.

dia in Bangalore, Mysore, Hospet, Shimoga,

What is the current scenario of South Indian

What about the competition from within

Mumbai, Pune, Jaipur, Goa, Ahmedabad,

Hotel Industry?

India and abroad, the technology updating,

Mussoorie, Gurgaon, Delhi and Baroda.

There is a greater thrust in the expansion

quality upgradation, shortage of manpower

Under Baljee’s leadership, the chain is on

of business hotels in India. Consequent to

All our hotels have facilities that cater to

an expansion spree in India with upcoming

the growth in the Indian economy, travel

the requirements of all categories of travel-

hotels in Hyderabad and Chennai in the

both within country and from abroad has

lers. Be it in having sufficient meeting and

South, Noida, Faridabad and Shimla in the

increased considerably. If you see over the

banqueting spaces with the latest technology

North and Powai (Mumbai), Lokhandwala

years there has been a significant rise in the

and state of the art conferencing and audio

(Mumbai), Surat, Bharuch, Mahabaleshwar

number of business hotels in the country in

visual equipment, hi speed internet for

in the West.

comparison to resort and luxury hotels and

video conferencing or be it leisure activities

this is true for the South as well.

and themes with specialized cuisines and

It also operates the Presidency College
of Hotel Management in Bangalore. Baljee

Smaller locations that are well connected

has founded the Baljee Foundation which is

and have sufficient infrastructure are being

dedicated to providing education to school

viewed as suitable for MICE events. They are

children, students pursuing hotel manage-

welcomed because they are different from

entertainment for diners etc. We cater to all
business and leisure requirements.
The Hospitality Industry is going

ment degree and also emergency medical
aid. The group has bagged many awards
which include the: National Tourism Award
2008-09 organized by the Ministry of Tour-
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through a transitional phase for the last one

there is an acute demand for well trained

Merchandise Segments, where many move

decade. The same is true both in the Indian

manpower. Hotels especially face short-

for better Work-Life balance and perks.

as well as the global context. In India, the

age of Housemen/ Chambermaids, F&B

It is well said these days: ‘The War for

anticipated upcoming hotels (luxury, mid-

Servers/Stewards and Cooks at the Base/

Talent is over. Talent has won.’ Retention

market, budget) resorts, convention centers,

Entry Level. While Supervisory staff is not

and employee engagement at all levels holds

entertainment theme parks envisaged in the

a crisis as of now, quality is compromised

the key to success for all major players in the

next two years is quite encouraging. The

many a times across the industry. Sourcing

industry.

shortfall is about 150,000 rooms including

Guest Relations Executives and Managers,

Advice to New Entrepreneurs

about 100,000 rooms in the Mid-market

Hostesses also poses a challenge to HR

Hope for the best but prepare for the

sector. This has actually led to about 40

Folks. It is becoming increasingly difficult

worst. There will be hassles in setting up both

International Hotel Chains and about two

the posts of Operational Managers / Head

in terms of construction as well as consultation.

dozen Indian chains opening up properties/

of Departments, Training Managers, HR

There are always problems with government

or introducing their brands in that segment.

Managers and General Managers & Senior

clearances and market vagaries are part and

The overall investment expected is to the

Management (all positions with quality ex-

parcel of being an entrepreneur. What they

tune of US$ 11 billion.

posure/experience) across the hotel chains.

should keep in mind is that there is always a

There is manpower and HR related

Many talented hospitality professionals are

glimmer of hope and that you can always suc-

and cost issues. To cater to these develop-

in big demand in service sectors like Retail,

ceed when you want it more than anything.

ments as well as servicing the existing ones,

Automobile, Banking, ITES and Luxury

By Susheela Nair

The Leela Kovalam Wins Lonely Planet’s
Best Resort Hotel In India Award

Readers Vote India’s Only Cliff-Top Resort As Most Popular Getaway

T

he Leela Kovalam, India’s only clifftop beach resort and Kerala’s most
popular holiday getaway, won the
prestigious Best Resort Hotel in India award
at the first ever Lonely Planet Magazine India
(LPMI) Travel Awards 2012. The readers’
choice award was presented to Rajiv Kaul,
president, The Leela Palaces, Hotels and
Resorts and NC Somaiah, general manager,
The Leela Kovalam by glamorous Bollywood
actress Sonali Bendre at a glittering ceremony
in Mumbai, attended by industry stalwarts
and prominent personalities.
Additionally, Kerala, with its peaceful
backwaters, lush countryside and vibrant
culture and festivals received the award for
the Best Destination in India for Families at
LPMI 2012. Both winners were adjudged
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by the most important stakeholders – the
readers themselves, for the benefit of other
readers.
On receiving the award, General Manager NC Somaiah said, “We, at The Leela
Kovalam, are truly honored to be recognized

and voted as top favorite by the readers of
the internationally-renowned Lonely Planet
magazine. This award stands testimony to
The Leela’s vision of providing discerning
travelers with the finest in luxury guest
services.”

Happenings

Revised Classification Guidelines
Hunar Se Rozgar - Skill Development Initiative

2 Days Orientation Programme Held On 6th And 7th March, 2012 At Ihm, Chennai.

M

inistry of Tourism, Government
of India has revised guidelines
for classification / Re-classification of hotels with special reference to Para
23 wherein it will be mandatory for hotels to
participate in the Skill Development initiative to meet the manpower needs of hospitality industry. Under the new guidelines,
hotels will be required to train minimum
number of persons in a calendar year under
the Hunar Se Rozgar scheme based on room
capacity of each hotel.
During discussions with FHRAI, HAI
and other trade associations, it has emerged
that several hotels do not have the expertise
and infrastructure to organize training in
their hotel. In the above background, the
Ministry of Tourism through the National
Council for Hotel Management had organized a 2-day workshop on 6th & 7th
March 2012 (Tuesday & Wednesday) from
9.30 hrs to 17.30 hrs. at Institute of Hotel
Management Catering Technology and Ap-

plied Nutrition, C.I.T.Campus, Taramani,
Chennai-600 113 to familiarize hotels
regarding operationalization of the revised
guidelines. There was no participation fee
and lunch and tea were also provided to the
participants along with hand outs on Hunar
Se Rozgar (hard copy and in CD), a folder
and a shoulder bag. during the workshop.
The inauguration of the workshop
on 6th at 0930 hrs was presided over by
Mr.Sudheer Nayar, Secretary General and
Mr.R.Rangachari, Adviser of South India Hotels and Restaurants Association, Chennai.
Mr.S.Rajamohan, Master Trainer,
DOPT, GOI & Principal & Secretary, Institute of Hotel Management, Chennai.113
and Mr.T.K.Razdan, Recognised Trainer,
DOPT, GOI and Principal & Secretary,
Chandigarh Institute of Hotel Management,
Chandigarh conducted the 2 –Days train the
trainer workshop imparting training skills to
the Training Managers/H.R.Managers to
enhance the training skills to conduct the

Hunar Se Rozgar and Skill Development
training courses.
During the workshop different queries
from hotels issue were discussed and general
guidelines copy was also distributed and the
details of the implementation of Hunar Se
Rozgar and Skill Development initiative
training course was discussed in length.
Valedictory function on the evening
of 7th was presided over by Shri J.P.Shaw,
Regional Director (South), IndiatourismChennai and Mr.D.Charles Fabian, General
Manager, The Residency Hotel, Chennai.
The certificates were printed and distributed
to the participants during the valedictory
function. Overall participants expressed
happiness and satisfactory and got lots
of clarifications on revised classification
guidelines for hotels and conduct of HSR
in their hotels.
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Happenings

Le Royal Park, Puducherry
inaugurated

H

otel PGP Le Royal Park, a new
hospitality venture of Appu Hotels
Limited, a unit of the PGP Group
which owns Le Royal Meridien, Chennai, Le
Meridien, Coimbatore and Hotel Riverside
Resort and Spa in Kumbakonam, was inaugurated by Mr. N. Rangasamy, Chief Minister of
Puducherry in the presence of Mr. P. Rajavelu,
Minister for Tourism. Dr. Palani G. Periasamy,
Chairman of PGP Group expressed his happiness to operate this hotel in Puducherry
which is dear to his heart as he was a Professor
in Tagore Arts College before he left for USA

and settled as a Non-Resident Indian.
Strategically located, Hotel Le Royal Park
has 84 spacious rooms and luxurious suites.
“Café Paris” - a multi-cuisine Restaurant and
a coffee shop, “French Toast” at the lobby
level provides snacks and beverages in a relaxed
ambience – 24 hours a day. A luxuriously
furnished fine Dining Restaurant “Golden
Dragon” offers an exclusive A-La Carte menu
which comprise of Chinese, Thai and Vietnamese cuisines. “Vertigo” – The Bar” with a
fantastic pool-side view will be the favorite of
the connoisseurs of liquor and wine. The hotel

is equipped with large sized banquet halls and
two meeting rooms for holding social events
& banqueting and conferencing. A beautiful
swimming pool, health club and spa provides
physical relaxation and rejuvenation to the
international and domestic guests who will
stay in this hotel.
Mr. S.M. Nazim, Director of Le Royal
Park in his felicitation address conveyed his
happiness in completing this hotel project
and handing it over to PGP Group to manage
it successfully.
Ms. Jennifer Buhr, General Manager of Le
Royal Meridien, Mr. Sanjay Gupta, General
Manager of Le Meridien, Coimbatore offered
their felicitations to the newest member of the
hospitality division of the PGP Group.
The grand opening was aptly concluded
with a vote of thanks by Mr. A. Sennimalai,
Managing Director of Appu Hotels Limited.
The event was followed by a ‘Gala’ Dinner in
the evening with scintillating entertainment in
the presence of galaxy of Puducherry’s eminent
personalities.
The PGP group is a diversified industrial
group with interest in Sugar Production, CoGeneration of Power, Distillery Products,
Construction, Hospitality, Travel, Financial
Services and Education.

Annual Membership Subscription for 2012-2013

T

he SIHRA Secretariat has despatched the Annual Membership Invoices for 2012-2013 to all the Members. Reminders are
also once again being sent to those of our Members, few in numbers, who have not settled their Membership dues for the
previous year i.e. 2011-2012 as we wish to see them continuing their Membership of our Association.
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News Brief

Taj, ITC & Hotel Pandian shines at
National Tourism Awards
Cochin, Kerala (Best Heritage Hotel Classic),
ITC Gardenia, Bengaluru (Best Eco- Friendly
Hotel), Hotel Le Meridien Kochi (Best Hotelbased Meeting Venue) and Somatheeram
Ayurvedic Hospital and Yoga Centre Kovalam (Best Wellness Centre)
Apart from the above awards, Kerala
Tourism Department won the Best IT initiative award for its website www.keralatourism.
org and Hyderabad won as Best Heritage City.
Andhra Tourism also won Best Rural Tourism Project for its Rural Tourism initiative
at Srikalahasthi and Best airport award for

Mr. Suman Dutta Sharma, General Manager, Gateway Hotel Cochin receiving the
award from The President for Best Five Star Hotel in India

S

Hyderabad Rajiv Gandhi International airport. Leonia International Centre Hyderabad

even of our members won coveted
National Tourism Award 2010-11 in
various categories.

The Gateway Hotel, Ernakulam, Kerala

won the best Five Star hotel award while
Vivanta by Taj, Kumarakom, Kottayam,
Kerala won the best Four Star hotel award and
Hotel Pandian, Chennai, Tamil Nadu won the
best Two Star hotel award.
The other winners are Malabar House
Mrs. Txuku Iriarte, Director and Mr. Mervin Issac , General Manager,
The Malabar House Fort Cochin receiving the award from The President
for Best Heritage Classic Hotel in India

Mr. P.S.Pandian, Chairman, and Mr. Francis Mohanraj Pandian,
Managing Director receiving the National Tourism Award for Two Star
Category from President of India
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News Brief

Mr. Mohammed Ali, Chairman, M Far
Hotels Cochin and Mr. Rajesh Madan,
General Manager, Le Meridien Cochin
receiving the award from The President
for Best Convention Centre ( Hotel based)
in India

won the Best stand alone convention center
in India.
Smt. Prathibha Singh Patil, President
of India given away the National Tourism
awqard in the presence of Mr. Subhodh kant
Sahai, Uinion Minister of Tourism and Mr.
Sulthan Ahammed, Union Minister of state
for Tiurism at Hotel Ashoka, New Delhi.

Mrs. Txuku Iriarte, Director and Mr.
Mervin Issac , General Manager, The
Malabar House Fort Cochin receiving
the award from The President for Best
Heritage Classic Hotel in India

Dr. Polly Mathew, CMD and Mrs. Tressa
Polly, Director of Somatheeram Ayurveda
Hospital & Yoga Centre receiving the
award from The President
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Happenings

Meeting with Chairman FSSAI and Tamilnadu Food Safety
Commissioner on 27th March 2012 at Chennai

C

hairman FSSAI Mr Chandramouli IAS, and the Commissioner Food Safety Tamilnadu Mr T N Ramanathan, IAS, invited
Representatives of the Tamilnadu Hotels
Association (TNHA), SIHRA, Spice
Board, Chennai Hotel Association, Traders Association and several other relevant
Trade bodies for discussions on the above
date at the Commissioner’s office. During
the meeting, Representatives of all Associations and Trade bodies voiced their serious

T

ERI had invited SIHRA to participate in their Workshop on “DSM action plan for the State of Tamil Nadu
based on Load Research’ on the above date.

M

r Subir Bhowmick, Director – Planning of Taj GVK
Hotels Ltd, Hyderabad, has
been appointed as an Executive Committee
Member of SIHRA in the vacancy arising
from the elevation of Mr M P Purushothaman as ‘President of Honour’. The position

P

apprehensions, fears and anxieties in respect
of the impending implementation of the new
Food Safety Act, particularly with regard to
the stringent laws and its disproportionate
penal provisions and also with regard to
the general unpreparedness amongst the
constituents of the various Associations.
SIHRA was represented at the Meeting by
Honorary Secretary Mr T Nataraajan, Secretary General Mr Sudheer Nayar and our
Advisor Mr R Rangachari. Mr Nataraajan
made a very strong verbal presentation of the

concerns of our Members and also submitted a Memorandum.
Our Vice President for Karnataka Mr K L
Ramanatha Bhat has also submitted a Memorandum to the Chief Minister of Karnataka
appealing for more time to be given to the
Food Business Operators in the State to adequately ready themselves, for less stringency
in the implementation of the provisions of the
New Food Safety Act at least for some time
and also for the State Government to impart
suitable training to the FBO’s.

This Workshop was essentially for discussing
and deliberating with the Representatives of
various stakeholder industries, including the
Hospitality industry on the aspect of optimum

utilisation and management of Power and Energy. Secretary General, SIHRA, accompanied
by our Advisor and a few of our Member Hotels
from Chennai attended the programme.

of ‘President of Honour’ in the Executive
Committee is not retirable by rotation and is
over and above the 20 elected EC Members
of the Association. Mr Bhowmick has been
with the Taj group of hotels for over 45
years, having served in very senior positions,
the last one before the present one being as

IHMCT, Tharamani, Chennai

rincipal of IHMCT Chennai warmly invited Secretary General and
Advisor SIHRA for various events
held at their campus i) Panel Discussion,
of which Secretary General was a part on
“Responsible Public Private Partnership in
Tourism on 30th January ’12 ii) “Revised
Classification Guidelines and Skill Develop-
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ment Workshop” on 06th-07th March 2012,
with particular emphasis on the Hunar Se
Rozgar Employment Scheme of the Ministry
of Tourism. This Workshop was the brainchild of the Ministry of Tourism, operating
through the National Council for Hotel
Management iii) Annual Day function of
the Institute on 30th March 2012.

Chief Operating Officer and Senior Vice
President, Luxury Division of Taj Group of
Hotels - the division having ten top of the
line deluxe hotels of the Taj Group.

Hotel Classifications in
South India

D

uring the period January-April
2012, Classification Inspections
of 100 Hotels across South India
was done by HRACC, Ministry of Tourism,
Government of India. SIHRA Members were
nominated to represent FHRAI / SIHRA on
all the Classification Inspection teams.

Rolemodels

Our Native Village
An eco retreat for holistic health

around. It is a noble thought to have taken
into consideration.
The aroma of the natural incense sticks
lingers with you throughout your stay there.
The rooms are spacious with private balconies. The low beds give a sense of warmth
and the wall paintings add colour and life
to the interior. The colour of wood and the
rustic shade of the stabilized blocks give the
buildings a character and binds it with the
nature.
The swimming pool is an interpretation
of the natural pond and is designed in a very

A

unconventional manner. The water purifica-

way from ‘tantrums’ of the city,

that would otherwise soon be forgotten.

tion happens not with chemicals but with the

the 24 key retreat is located in the

Activities at the resort involve games that

roots of the ‘Ramacham’ Plant, which has

village of Hesaraghatta, where

are hardly played in todays cramped towns

high medicinal value. Using the oxygenat-

the red of the earth, green of the plants and

and cities. A bullock cart ride is no more a

ing quality of plants, the cleaning quality of

blue of the sky are the prominent colours.

thing of the far away villages. At ‘Our Native

microorganisms it is possible to maintain it

The sprawling 12 acre resort land is lush

Village’ the experience is kept alive.

as a healthy pond.

green in mid summer with vegetation.

Replicas of engraved stones from differ-

The resort has a wide range of medicinal

The disconnect from the traditional,

ent eras, obtained from the Archeological

plants being grown in its property. A walk

grass root lifestyles (thanks to our mundane

Survey of India can be spotted in the garden.

around, one can see that a lot of attention had

urban life) many of us experience is bridged

AS past of social sensibility and responsibil-

been given to maintaining the green belt.

here. The resort is intended to provide

ity the resort manages to give employment to

The simplicity of the food is a high point.

people a calm place to come, rewind or even

the locals. Nearly 50% of the staff are natives

Cooked to tickle you taste buds yet in a

work, though delivered in a setting build on

of the village.

very healthy way, the platter is wholesome,

ecological principles.

Here we see buildings that breathe in the

delicious. The vegetarian and vegan friendly

Cultural sensitivity is imbibed through

12 acre land with barrier free layout. From

food is made from organic produce. Cooking

reviving and preserving customs, traditions,

the entry through out the property, age or

without oil and yet achieving such taste and

rituals and games from the Indian villages

disability doesn’t stop any one from moving

flavor is commendable.
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Rolemodels

tive Village’, offers a unique experience. Liv-

this and is definitely doing justice to what

ing close to nature and leading a simple and

it promises.

health life is the key to a happy and contented
mind. This retreat aims to accomplishing

By Sreedevi Ajayan

Smile holidays, Chirayu – the different
programs focusing on stress management.
They help bring a proactive focus on health,
not just when you are unwell. The Doctors
at the resort are involved in the programs
and assist you in a customized detox and
rejuvenation process.
A pioneer in focusing on holistic health
and built on ecological princliple, “Our Na-

A chat with Mr. C. B. Ramkumar
Managing Director of Our Native Village

How did you embark on a journey with
sustainability as the motto?
“Sustainability is a journey, not a destination”, says Mr. Ramkumar.
Passion and perseverance have been the
driving forces that help build “Our Native
Village”. A resort which started like another
counter part, grew with the idea of becoming a 360 degree self sustaining model.
For 15 years a farm land, the property
on which ONV is build, faced issues for
power supply that was a hindrance to
the watering of the crops. This led to the
development of a plan to generate elec-
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Rolemodels
tricity from the natural resources – Sun

in India.

“Over all the numbers work”

and wind.

Designer/engineer, was there any specific

The initiative to install wind mill and

Why Bangalore?

choice?

solar panels for the power supply has been

Chitra Vishwanath, a Bangalore based

very efficient. There has been set backs with

When the venture began that was the

architect who designs homes as well as

the bio gas. Yet in a larger picture, things

only reason to station it in Bangalore. But

commercial buildings with environmentally

fall in place.

later with time it proved to be ideal for

sound and cost effective materials.

“Bangalore is Home”

the set up as the climate is very pleasant

The Landscape has been designed with

Advice for fellow hoteliers who want to
embark on a journey in these lines

compared to any other city/town.

the help of Foundation for Revitalisation

“the GASP workshop”

How has the response been?

of Local Health Traditions (FRLHT),

The GASP – guidance for applying

“It takes time”

sustainable practices - workshop has been

Bangalore.

The word has to spread. So the growth

The idea was to have an ‘edible landscape’.

put together in association with the Global

is not sudden, but with time there has been

‘Functional plants’ have been chosen to cre-

Sustainable Tourism Council (GSTC).

good response.

ate the flora of the place.

The workshop will detail all aspects of the

‘Integrative medicine ‘is the way of

A word on the economic viability

Global Sustainable Tourism Criteria, and
its applicability to hotels and resorts.

treatment. It has yet to gain momentum

Event Calender - 2012
May-July

Seoul Food and Hotel

ITE International Travel Expo

South Korea
8-11 May 2012

Hong Kong, China
14 - 17 June 2012

Best En Think Tank XII
24-27 June 2012
Greox les Bains, France

EXPO

BITE Beiljing

VIII CITURDES

12-15 May 2012
Yeosu, Republic of Korea

15-17 June 2012
Beiljing, China

25-27 June 2012
Chaves, Portugal

INDABA

AIBTM

TTF & OTM

12-15 May 2012
Durban, South Africa

19-21 June 2012
Baltimore, USA

13- 15 July 2012
Kolkota

EUROAL

RIO +20 UNCSD

India International Travel Mart

17-19 May 2012
Torremolinos-Malaga, Spain

20-22 June 2012
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

20-22 July 2012
Palace Grounds, Bangalore

IMEX

BTC

TTF & OTM

22-24 May 2012
Frankfurt, Germany

21-22 June 2012
Rimini, Italy

20-22 July
Hyderabad

International Luxury Travel Market Asia

Food Hospitality World 2012

India International Travel Mart

Shanghai, China
04 - 07 June 2012

Palace Grounds, Bangalore
21-23 June 2012

27-29 July 2012
Chennai Trade Center, Chennai
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Techno-trends

‘

P

hotos never lie’ is a universally accepted maxim as old as photography
itself. But, alas, the truth is just the
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opposite, with all the gimmicks that the advertisement photographers and web designers resort to. They seem to have the mistaken

notion that the farthest a work is removed
from the truth the most attention-grabbing
it becomes. When a hospitality facility in
a tourist destination resort to cheap gimmicks in advertising, with pictures that has
no resemblance to actuality on ground, the
discerning clients who happen to visit the
facility will have the wrong impression that
all the facilities in the area use such cheap
propaganda ploys as generally accepted tricks
of the trade. I have seen pictures of some
windows in some hill station resorts opening
onto enchanting beaches, even though the
sea is some hundreds of kilometers away.
However there are a few discerning
business people, a few who value quality and
truth above all, who prefer to present their
properties and facilities as realistically and
truthfully as possible. They are confident
that a cent per cent adherence to truth and
reality is good for long-term success in their
business as their facilities have real intrinsic
quality and worth that will become more and
more evident as you go closer and closer. It
is for those few that this innovation in visual
media is most beneficial.
Virtual Reality Tour is one of the most
descriptive and complete representation of
the objective truth as it exists. It is an allround panoramic view, both horizontal and
vertical, allowing the viewer to look around
from a specific standing position and moving in any direction to see the details there
or to zoom in on any point of interest to get

a detailed view of the area.
Photographs show only what is in the
selected frame from a fixed distance. Though
you can zoom in for a closer view of the
details, in your computer screen, it is just a
magnification of what is already seen in the
frame and has its limitations. Video can take
you around a property or facility and show
you all that is there. But you cannot zoom
in to get closer look at some object or area
of interest. Besides, the movement does not
allow much time to register some details in
your mind. In 360o Virtual Reality Tour,
as you will realize from the samples given
here, you can go closer to any area or object
and make a thorough scrutiny to your heart’s
content. You can move in any direction you
want within the frame and observe at close
range as if you were physically present within
the area in the frame.
Virtual Reality Tour images can be uploaded into your website or other social sites
and/or integrated into your advertisement
interactive CD-ROMs to give the fullest
possible foretaste of the infrastructure and
the facilities on offer to all potential clients
of your business. Your potential clients will
be convinced of the real quality that they can
expect at your facility, as if they had paid an
advance visit to make sure.
There are some pieces of advice that will
be beneficial to those who plan to make use

of this technology. Arrange the sessions for
taking these images either in the morning or
late afternoon as there will be less of harsh
contrast between the light inside and the
light outside at such times.
The area to be included in the tour
should be flawlessly cleaned, without any
speck or dirt which might be seen by the
viewer when he goes closer. There should be
even lighting all over the places that will be
included in an image as exposure cannot be
changed during shooting. Arranging some
tru-lites to light up the area would be helpful in making the lighting more appealing.
Sudden changes in lighting will necessitate
a repetition of the process. People who are
stationary, doing their routine work, who
are a part of the establishment, may remain
in their positions without moving around
to other areas of the frame. Other people
should not be allowed to enter the field while
shooting is going on. Special care must be
taken to see that everything is in its allotted
place and nothing should be misplaced inside
the frame.
More and more products on the net are
being shown in 3D and virtual reality and
great magnifications to make the potential
buyer make sure of the visual quality and
worth. It is high time that our service facilities follow suit by presenting themselves in

Techno-trends

360o Virtual Reality Tour images. Even
small spaces, like a hotel room, can be shown
appealingly and convincingly using this
technology. You can see here some samples
of this technology in service of the tourism
and hospitality industry.
http://jbmultimedia.com/vt/theresidency/
http://jbmultimedia.com/vt/petra/
K.V. Ravisankar
ravi@tourismindiaonline.com
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Brand Concept

Branding in Hospitality Sector
Rules of the game simplified
n modern business parlance, quality has
become so synonymic with branding
that everybody is speaking of ‘brands’,
‘branded goods’ and ‘branding in service
sector’, when they speak of top quality. In
fact, a mere ‘branding’ by itself does not
guarantee quality and consistency. What is
exactly ‘branding’ and ‘brands’? How can we
brand our hospitality business venture? How
will branding bring in a plentiful harvest of
profitable deals?
Just recall the name of a really amiable
and respectable personality you have come
into contact with. The name will bring to
your mind his face, his conversations and
his behavior. You feel some sort of warmth
and joy when you remember him. And now,
for a change, recall the name of a villainous
character in your life. His face and expressions, together with his repulsive talks and
acts, fill you with disgust. It is just the same
with a brand. Just like the name of a person,
the brand name of a Hotel or Resort fills you
with feelings. The feelings may be sweet and
bright if the experiences you have had with
the place, or the first person stories of experiences your friends have had, gave you joy.
You have to brand your hospitality
facility just as you christen your child. You
have to make the brand name establish itself,
grow up and flourish just as you feed and care
for your child in his infancy and guide him
through his adolescence and youth. And just
like your child, the brand you have helped
to grow will, in return, help you grow far
beyond your expectations. Let us go into
finer details of ‘branding’ in the hospitality
sector.
American Marketing Association defines
a ‘Brand’ as a “Name, term, design, symbol,
or any other feature that identifies one seller’s
good or service as distinct from those of

I
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other sellers”. A brand can be a name, sign,
symbol, slogan or color combination. The
word brand has continued to evolve to encompass identity—it affects the personality
of a product, company or service. It is defined
by a perception, good or bad, that your customers or prospects have about you.
Global brands transcend their geographic or regional origins and limitations
and create enduring relationships with
consumers across countries and cultures.
A ‘global brand’ is one which is perceived
to reflect the same set of values around the
world. These brands are used to sell the same
product across multiple markets and could be

considered successful to the extent that the
associated products are easily recognizable
by the diverse set of consumers.
In the olden days, ‘branding’ was simply
a way to tell one person’s cattle from another
by means of a hot iron stamp on the hind
part of the cattle. In modern business terms,
‘Branding’ is the process through which a
business concern establishes a significant and
differentiated presence in the market, attracting and retaining loyal customers by creating
a unique name and image in their mind for
the products or services on offer.
‘Global branding’, or making a brand
global, will help in preparing your hospitality

facility for future extensions or developments
beyond the national boundaries. It will also
prevent your competitors abroad from entering your domestic market and from locking
you out of markets abroad where you have
scope for business ventures. Global branding will also help in maintaining consistent
brand imagery all over the world. As global
communication networks have make the
whole world a single market place, there
is no meaning in limiting the scope of our
hospitality business to any geographic
boundaries. Global branding will make it
possible to charge premium prices for your
products and services, lower marketing costs
in the long run and help you in integrating
innovations and attracting and retaining
good employees, and facilitating a cohesive
company culture.
Branding, as aforesaid, is done mainly
by running advertising campaigns with a
consistent theme. However, there are several

other factors and techniques involved in
successful branding in today’s highly competitive global market. This article will help
you understand the intricacies of successful
branding in simple down-to-earth terms and
plain do-it-yourself style.
Name
One of the most powerful factors influencing the prospects of your hospitality
facility in the market is the name you give
to them. The name should be easy to pronounce and spell and it should contain no
negative connotation at all in the languages
which are familiar to the people whom you
target. Try to make the name a synonym of
your facility or convey your identity, locality
or quality– your name or the name of your
place is not ruled out. Never let the name of
your facility look or sound like some other
name already known in business, especially
in the hospitality segment in which you are
doing business.

Brand Concept

You can make use of the service of a
lawyer to make sure that you are on the
safer side regarding copyright infringement
or such other causes of legal tangles when
choosing a name. It will be very painful and
costly to change the name of your business
after you have reached a stage close to success.
Remember that only when you are successful,
or near to success, that somebody will care to
come down on you for infringement, and you
will have already spent a lot on branding by
then. A name may suggest a logo, like ‘Penguin’, or nothing, like ‘Kodak’. You may name
your business after yourself like ‘Benetton’, or
after your family name like ‘Birla’. You may
use an abbreviation like ‘KFC’ or simply select from some wonderful words that might
indicate the segment of your business or just
have an appealing sound or meaning.
When you go global, you will have to
think in global terms. Matsushita Electric
Industrial Company of Japan was marketing
products under the brand name of ‘National’.
It was a quite a success in Japan. But when
the products reached USA, one of the most
lucrative markets in the 1970s, the brand
name failed to click. The average American
was against the ‘National’ of the Japanese
company. So, before 1980, they changed
the brand name to ‘Panasonic’ in the US
and later all over the world and the change
of name helped in enhancing their global
business. The resultant surge in business
enhancement, after the change-over of brand
name from ‘National’ to ‘Panasonic’, was so
great that the Company decided to change
the name of the Company itself to ‘Panasonic
Corporation’ from 1st October 2008. If the
name clicks, your major work in branding is
over. If the name fails to make an impression, all your other marketing attempts fail
to make a mark on the market.
To be continued…
By Biju Thomas

The author is an expert in branding and
Online solutions, based at Coimbatore
E-mail: biju@jbmultimedia.com
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Movements
New Regional Director
South, India Tourism, Chennai

Mr. Davinder Singh has been appointed as
Vice President, Development at The Leela
Palaces, Hotels and Resorts

Mr. Shoeb Samad has taken charge as the new
Regional Director – South, India Tourism at
their Regional Office at Chennai. He succeeds
Mr J P Shaw who has moved to Kolkata as
Regional Director – East.

Mr. Amit Saincher has been appointed
as the new General Manager of Trident
Cochin

Mr. Aijaz Ali has been appointed as CEO
of Empee Hotels Limited (which owns the
Hilton Chennai), Chennai

Mr. Roger Brantsma has been appointed as
General Manager of Hilton Chennai

Mr. Ram Misra has been appointed as General
Manager of My Fortune Hotel Chennai
(formerly the ITC Chola Sheraton Hotel)

www.tourismindia.travel
www.brandkerala.biz
www.keralatourismmagazine.com
www.tourismmaldives.org
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Welcome to New Members

List of Members who joined the Sihra from 01.01.2012 to 34.04.2012
Hotel

Place
Andhra Pradesh

Royal Fort Hotel
Novotel Varun Beach

Visakhapatnam
Visakhapatnam

54
164

Karnataka

Sheraton Bangalore
at Brigade Gateway
Moven Pick Hotel & Spa
The Raviz

Restaurants

Place
Andhra Pradesh

Tycoons Restaurant

Karnataka

230

Bangalore

182

Kollam

93

Associates

Chennai
Chennai

327
204

Innosoft Datalinks Pvt Ltd

Tamil Nadu

Rooms

Vijayawada

Bangalore

Kerala

Hyatt Regency
Hilton

Rooms

Skype Restaurant

Bangalore

200

Place

Rooms

Bangalore

Summary - 4 Star and above Classified/Reclassified Hotels
from 1st April 2011 to 31st March 2012 in South India
Region
		
E
N
S
W
TOTAL

5 Star D
0
1
4
3
8

Classification: 45
5 Star
4 Star
1
1
4
1
9
6
3
7
17
15

Heritage
0
4
1
0
5

Re-Classification: 44
5 Star
4 Star
0
1
1
1
3
4
1
5
8
11

Heritage
0
4
5
0
9

FDI in Tourism Projects

F

oreign Direct Investment (FDI) is allowed for the development of tourism projects in the country. Hotel and Tourism sector is declared as high priority sector and FDI upto
100%, under the automatic route is permitted in ‘Hotels & Tourism
Sector’, subject to applicable laws/regulations, security and other
conditionalties.
As per a report received from the Department of Industrial Policy
& Promotion, the details of the FDI equity flows from April 2008 to
Sl. No.

5 Star D
1
8
5
2
16

Year
(April-March)

Hotel & Tourism
Projects

FDI
(in crore)

1

2008-09

489

2,098.23

2

2009-10

582

3,566.32

3

2010-11

403

1,405.15

4

2011-12

427

4,041.28

1901

11,110.98

Grand Total		

(Apr-Jan)

January 2012 in the Hotel and Tourism sector are as follows:
The FDI has been allowed with an objective to encourage investments in the hotel sector in India and to create job opportunities in
hospitality sector.
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List of Classified/Reclassified (1 - 3 Star Category) Hotels in South India
01.04.2011 to 09.03.2012

S.No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

Name & Address of the Hotels
Daspalla Hotel
Manasa Hotels Pvt. Ltd.
Chitturi Heritage
Minerva Grand Vijayawada
Kannika International,
The Esquire Inn
Hotel V Day Inn
Hotel Sasthapuri
Hotel Aramana
Hotel Vijaya Castle
Gayathri International
The Grand Regency
Stonage Tourist Complex
Kabani Regency
Hotel Savera Park
Gopika Regency
Park Central
Highway Garden Hotel
The Brunton Boatyard
N.M.Royale County
PJ Princess Regency
Hotel Malabar Illam
Hotel Souparnika
Xavier’s Residency
Xaviers Avenue P. Ltd.
Mattom Residency
Hotel Ponnu Palace
Hotel Green Palace
Paray Residency
Hotel Soorya Continental
Hotel Soorya Residency
Chithrapuri Hotels India P. Ltd.
Hotel Saradhy
Highway Palace Inn
K.R.Inn
J.John’s Hotel (Classik Fort)
Issac’s The Resort
Kovilakam Hotels P. Ltd.
Hotel Joance Regency
Hotel Peninsula
Hotel Merlin International
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Star

No. of Rooms

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3

110
58
32
40
16
20
12
27
13
23
15
11
11
25
12
20
17
21
26
28
30
15
13
12
20
12
16
11
28
11
18
15
11
23
12
16
11
24
14
20
21

State
Andhra Pradesh
Andhra Pradesh
Andhra Pradesh
Andhra Pradesh
Karnataka
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala		
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala		
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala

42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.

Hotel Geethu International
Sreevalsam Residency
Hotel Ruby Arena
Hotel White Dammar International
Archana Royal Park
Pooram Residency Hotel India P. Ltd.,
Hotel Soorya Swagath
Hotel Mass P. Ltd.
Hotel Centre Point
Hotel Jayapushpam Pvt. Ltd.
Hotel Milestonnez India Pvt. Ltd.
Hotel Radha Regent
Rain Tree Mount Road
The Marina Towers
The Residency
Jolly Gem Inn Pvt. Ltd.
Hotel Royal Plaza
Chennai Deluxe International P. Ltd.
Hotel Katti-Ma Royale
Hotel Thalapathi
SRM Central Park
Heritage Inn
Park Plaza
Hotel Rithann’s Plaza
The K.R. Residency
Hotel Arun
Meenakshi’s Sunshine
Hotel Annamalai International
The Monarch Hotel
Ponmari Residency
P.R.S.Hotel Boarding & Lodging
Sign-Inn Smart Hotel
S.R.M. Hotel Pvt. Ltd.
Hotel Kannappa Grand Gardenia
Bonjour Bonheur Oceann Spraay
Annamalai Hotels Pvt. Ltd.
Hotel Naveen
Hotel Park
Karthik Lodge A/c
Hotel Grand International
S.R. Park
Hotel Habib Towers
Holiday Inn Gem Park, Ooty
Kadambavanam
Chidambara Vilas
Hotel Pearls
Anjana Hotels
Dhamu Lodge

3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
3
3
2
1
1
2
1
3
2
1
2
3
2
3
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
3
3
3
1
1
1

12
18
40
12
11
15
14
96
30
88
40
91
230
113
112
40
38
41
30
20
21
63
110
27
28
21
40
43
62
36
24
30
112
36
106
26
29
21
35
37
24
18
95
20
28
20
22
28

Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Kerala
Puducherry
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu
Tamilnadu
Tamilnadu
Tamilnadu
Tamilnadu
Tamilnadu
Tamilnadu
Tamilnadu
Tamilnadu
Tamilnadu
Tamilnadu
Tamilnadu
Tamilnadu
Tamilnadu
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Dear Mr. Sudheer,
It is indeed my pleasure to receive the latest issue of SIHRA News Magazine
I am very happy to share with you that this magazine is quite comprehensive and
has a good coverage on important issues. I would appreciate, if Andhra Pradesh
can be given its due place in coverage.
I wish you ALL THE BEST in all your future Endeavour

Dear Mr.Nayar,
My compliments to you for the release of SIHRA NEWS.
(vol1 issue2)
The articles are interesting and informative. Keep it going..
Will it be possible to get few additional copies for me to share with my team
members.(hope 5copies will not be too much to ask!!!)

Thanking you,
Sincerely yours,
Sandeep Kumar Sulthania IAS, Vice Chairman & MD, Andhra Pradesh Tourism
Development Corporation Ltd., Hyderabad.

Krishnakumar Menon
General Manager, Aloft Chennai /OMR-IT Expressway
102, Rajiv Gandhi Salai,Sholinganallur, Chennai-600119

Dear Mr. Nayar,
Thank you for sending me the SIHRA News. It definitely looks all spruced up
and has some great articles too.
My best wishes to you and your team and I hope that SIHRA moves forward
more rapidly under your Secretaryship and Mr. Nair’s guidance.
Warm regards
Yours Sincerely
S M Shervani, President, Hotel & Restaurant Association Of North Inda,
New Delhi
Dear Mr. Nayar,
I would like to take this opportunity to express my heartfelt thanks to you for
sending the latest issue of SIHRA NEWS Hospitality Magazine.
It gives me great pleasure to praise your effort for upgrading the quality and contents of the same. This issue is certainly interesting and I enjoyed reading it.
I wish SIHRA all success in its efforts to promote Hotels & Restaurant industry
in the Region and look after the interest of its members.
Thanking you,
With best regards,
Renu Thapliyal, Assistant Secretary General, HARANI
Dear Mr. Sudheer Nayar,
Greetings From Aalankrita Resort and Spa, Hyderabad
I have just received the first copy of the new and improved SIHRA News
Hospitality Magazine.
I have gone through the complete magazine and find it very informative and
crisp.
Getting this magazine to this position, I am sure had a lot of hurdles involved.
Congratulations on this achievement. As I see, this is only a stepping stone to
the awareness and success of SIHRA.
Awaiting for this magazine to be bi-monthly.
Warm Regards,
Aditya Deenadayal
Executive Director, Aalankrita Resorts and Spa, ISO Certified 4 Star Resort
and Spa
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Dear Mr. Nayar,
Compliments of the season!
Thank you for sending me your news letter - SIHRA News.
With your SIHRA team’s effort the news magazine has not only improved in
it’s hardware quality of the presentation but also the software loaded in it, by
way of interesting articles. Compliments to the entire SIHRA Team, both at
the Secretariat as well as the executive committee for this, Kudos!
I am happy that you refer to the work put in by all of us here for the FHRAI
magazine as well as HRA Now. As you can see how without teamwork none of
this can be achieved likewise without SIHRA, the FHRAI magazine too could
never have achieved where it stands today. I am fortunate to have such an excellent team around me in my term as the FHRAI President. I even mentioned this
to Mr. Rangachari when he paid a visit to my office a few days back.
Keep up the good work.
Kamlesh Barot, President FHRAI
Dear Sudheer,
I congratulate on the EXCELENT get up of Sihra News and for the Quality
of Printing and Get Up
I am very happy you are there during 60 Years of Sihra and also buying a
Modern office
It is very difficult to achieve such things in an association Particularly Covering
Whole of South India
I thank you for prominently publishing about SKAL Award!
I wish you all the Best
Regards
C. Nagendra Prasad, Chairman, Travel Express & Past President, TAAI
Dear Mr. Nayar,
Thank you for sending me the SIHRA News. It definitely looks all spruced up
and has some great articles too.
My best wishes to you and your team and I hope that SIHRA moves forward
more rapidly under your Secretaryship and Mr. Nair’s guidance.
Warm regards
Yours Sincerely,
S M Shervani, President, Hotels & Restaurants Association of Northern India
& Vice President, FHRAI
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